Installation instructions
HOW TO INSTALL AND REMOVE YOUR EVERBLOCK® FLOORING
EverBlock Flooring is easy to install and remove, and is designed to be transported efficiently, on pallets, in
pre-assembled sheets. Sections are typically stored on standard 40" x 48" pallets and transported on-site using a
forklift or a truck with a lift gate. Our EverBlock transport cart may be used to efficiently transport flooring within a facility
or around an event site.

POSITIONING OF FLOOR FOR INSTALLATION
EverBlock Flooring transports in pre-assembled 3ft x 3ft or 3ft x 4ft sections.
STEP 1:

STEP 2:

STEP 3:

STEP 4:

Lay first sheet so
that loops are
facing right and
down (where you
will install floor.)

Position the next
sheet adjacent to
the first, with the
male clips facing
the female loops,
ready to be
snapped in place.

Use your foot to
nudge flooring
over to the first
panel, so that
the male clips
ride onto female
loops. Sections
are designed to
self-align when
nudged together.

Use a backwards
kick with your
heel to engage
the male clip into
the female loop.
Kick backwards
towards the loop
and over the clip.

DISMANTLING YOUR FLOOR: FOLDING METHOD

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5

STEP 6

DISMANTLING YOUR FLOOR: ZIPPER METHOD

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5

STEP 6

In general, we recommend working in complete rows, so that the entire row of
sheets is disengaged first and then the row itself is broken down into sheets
using the same "tip and disconnect" method. DO NOT pull straight up on tiles
when they are flat as this has the potential to damage the connection
system. Sections are designed to disconnect when tipped, which is
always the preferred method of dismantling your floor. On a larger scale
installation, you may find yourself disconnecting a row of sheets such that
part is tipping while the rest of the row remains on the floor. Move slowly

STEP 7

STEP 8

STEP 9

along the line, disconnecting sections as you go such that at the end the
entire row is disengaged and ready to be broken down further into
sheets. Note: We recommend cleaning floor sections prior to
dismantling and storing, as it is easiest to clean a floor when its laid out.

